
 

 

 

 

 

 

Media  
I am Kirsty and I am one of your 
teachers for the Media Studies 
course. On this sheet there are a 
range of activities. Some of those 
activities are asking you to research, 
some will be asking you to read and 
some will ask you to create.  The 
completion of the tasks will mean 
you will have a good grounding for 
the work you will be doing within the 
course. Your engagement with the 
tasks will also show that you have 
begun to show the skills of 
independent learning which are so 
essential to success in A Level 
studies.  You will need to complete 
the first six tasks but there are other 
tasks that are optional. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

What we study 
AQA Media Studies A Level. You can see the specification 
if you follow this link : 
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/media-studies/as-and-
a-level/media-studies-7572 

Media One- You will study a range of media products and 
answer a range of questions (35% of the A Level- 2 hours) 

Media Two- You will study a range of media products and 
answer some in-depth questions (35% of the A Level- 2 
hours) 

Non-examined assessment, creating a cross-media 
production- (30% of the A Level) 

 

  

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/media-studies/as-and-a-level/media-studies-7572
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/media-studies/as-and-a-level/media-studies-7572


 

 

 f. Jessica Jones is ‘hard boiled’- what does that mean?  
g. In what ways does gender fluidity enable Jessica 
Jones to transcend the conventions of the genres it 
draws on most?  

 
3.  

a. Choose a TV drama you enjoy or one you’re 
interested in and watch the first episode. As 
you are watching make a list of all the 
genres that might be applicable to the 
episode. For example, if you’re 
studying Stranger Things you might have sci-
fi, high school, action adventure, buddy 
romance etc.  

b. Brainstorm as many of the conventions of 
the different genres as you can think of. You 
should end up with a long list of conventions 
and tropes. Conventions are the elements 
that are typical to that genre, so for horror a 
convention would be shots orf gore, another 
might be isolated locations. 

  
4. Characterisation and TV drama  
To get a more nuanced picture of how genre is used, 
and how it intersects with characterisation, do 
the following tasks.  
a. Choose a character from the show you analysed and 
decide which of the features of all the different genres 
apply to them in your set episode. For example, Steve 
from Stranger Things predominantly exists within the 
romance or high school movie genre- we see him 
flirting by the lockers, sneaking in through the window 
of his girlfriend’s house after dark, kissing in the toilets, 
he has ‘cool’ hair and the latest fashions.  You might 
consider the idea of hero or villain in the piece and how 
that links to the genre. 

 
 

Summer work 
Please complete the 5 tasks and bring them with you to the first two weeks of 
lessons.  

1. Create a diary of your use of media over a week. Make a note of how 
much time you spend interacting with media. This could be any type of media- 
social media, TV, magazines, films, podcasts. Once you have finished, work out 
how much time you spend each day interacting with media. Do some research 
online to compare your media use with the average use of media. You might 
find it easier to look at different elements of media separately. Put this 
information into a document with your own diary. Try to conclude what your 
diary results and your results from research show you about how much media 
people consume and what types of media are most popular.   
  
2. Genre- Neale- tasks (article attached)  
Read the theory drop article Neale: Genre Repertoires by Nick Lacey  
Answer the following questions:  
a. Which came first, the genre (chicken) or the text (the egg it lays)?  
b. How does the article use Superman as an example to explain how 
complicated this concept is?  
c. How do the theorist Neale’s ideas try to explain the complexity of 
understanding genres and how they work?  
d. In what ways is Jessica Jones a hybrid of different genres?  
e. In what ways does Jessica Jones subvert the genre it draws on?  

 



 

 

 

 
 
 

Optional Tasks 
1. Gender Performativity- article attached  
Read the theory drop article Gender Performativity    

by Claire Pollard.  
a. What does performative mean in the context of 
this article? What different aspects of your identity 
do you perform on a regular basis?  
b. Why does theorist Judith Butler argue that we 
have little or no control over how we perform 
‘gender’?  
c. How does Claire Pollard draw a link between 
children’s clothing and the future performance of 
gender by men and women?  
d. What does ‘trouble’ refer to in the title of Judith 
Butler’s book, Gender Trouble? How have the ideas 
it explores developed in the 30 years since its 
publication?  
e. The article claims that the mainstream media 
still rely to a large extent on gender stereotypes? 
Do you agree with this? If so, what examples can 
you think of? What examples can you think of that 
challenge the stereotypes?  

 

In long form dramas, characters often seem one dimensional in the first episode 
and adhere more strictly to a set of genre expectations. However, 
as characters develop, or as the plot evolves, the use of genre is more dynamic and 
hybridity increases. In Stranger Things Steve eventually gets sucked into the 
narrative of Mike, Eleven and the gang and becomes more like an older brother in 
an action-adventure movie.  
 

b. If you are familiar with subsequent episodes of your chosen show, think 
about how your character develops over time. Do their 
characteristics move beyond simply genre conventions, or do they stay the 
same?  

  
f.  Look at this advert https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqxY7iLkbmc 

It is the 250 Year Anniversary Advert for Lloyds Bank.  
Answer these questions in relation to the advert.   
a. How does the advert attempt to appeal to the audience?   
b. What is interesting about the advert? Try to comment on the colours, font, 
images and camera shots (don’t worry if you are not sure about this element, just 
have a try).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qqxY7iLkbmc


 

 

 
 

2. Read the cartoon by Tom Zaino.  
a. Although the cartoon is making a humorous point, how far do you agree 
that girls and boys are conditioned to ‘perform’ gender roles from a young 
age?  
b. Consider the ways that the media contributes to this conditioning. Are 
there specific examples of programmes that children watch that condition 
them in a particular way?  

 
  

3. Choose one of the following media theorists and create a short 
PowerPoint about their key ideas: bel hooks, Clay Shirky, Roland Barthes, 
Todorov. Consider who they are, what they have said- key theorists.  

  
4. Go to Walter Presents and watch one of the 

shows. https://www.channel4.com/collection/walter-presents   
  

5. Production work- Select one of these options and make the piece of 
production work. If you cannot actually make the piece of media, you 
could plan it instead. For example, you could storyboard the advert or 
draw out what would appear on the front page.  

 
Create a front page for a new ‘Special Interest’ (e.g. sports, cars, fashion, food and 
nutrition, health) magazine for a niche audience of 20-35 year olds.  
Create a website (use templates like WIX or wordpress) about a special interest 
such as sports, art, music, fashion etc)  
Create approximately 3 minutes of the opening scene (or scenes) and title 
sequence for a new crime drama.  
Create a 30 second TV advert promoting the launch of a new mobile fitness device 
similar to Fitbit.  
Create a poster advertising a new mobile fitness device similar to Fitbit.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Choose a group from: women, young people 
aged 16-25, men, older people 60+. Look at a 
range of media texts, from newspapers to 
adverts to films and consider whether these 
groups are represented and how they are 
represented. Put this information into a 
PowerPoint with images where possible. 
Consider whether they are represented in a 
positive or negative way. Once you have looked 
at a range of texts write a concluding paragraph 
as to what you think this reveals about how your 
chosen group is represented in the media.  

  
7. Look at two online newspapers on the same day. Divide 

your page in two and note down: the stories that each 
have chosen to feature, the types of headlines, the 
choice of images and the layout. Consider why there are 
differences or similarities between the two. To go 
further you could research who owns each of the 
papers.  
  

8. Watch a music video of your choice. Note down the 
types of shots that have been used. What meanings are 
created in the music video? Is there a story, is it a 
performance video? Research the making of the video to 
find out the ideas behind the music video. What do you 
think is interesting about the piece? Put this information 
into a mind map or PowerPoint, if possible, with screen 
shots.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.channel4.com/collection/walter-presents


 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reading List  
(you are not expected to purchase any books. You could use the library.) 
 
Websites and podcasts and videos 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00dv9hq The Media Show 
 www.mediaguardian.co.uk 
www.bfi.org.uk 
http://www.themediapodcast.com 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-41942306- audience effects 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending-39381889- audience effects 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xh9FjcQTWE on reception theory 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlpOaY-_HMk  on semiotics 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbqRtp5ZUGE- representation in video 
games 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFwMRVwrKcA- film making 
 
 
 
 

Books 
 
Media Theory for A Level: The Essential Revision Guide by Mark 
Dixon 
Gender Trouble by Judith Butler 
Media Gender and Identity by David Gauntlett 
The Media Book by Brian Dutton  
Convergence Culture by Harry Jenkins 
AQA Media Studies for A Level Year 1 & AS: Student Book by 
Stephanie Hendry and Elspeth Stevenson 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00dv9hq
http://www.mediaguardian.co.uk/
http://www.bfi.org.uk/
http://www.themediapodcast.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-41942306-
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-trending-39381889-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xh9FjcQTWE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlpOaY-_HMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qbqRtp5ZUGE-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFwMRVwrKcA-


 

 

 

 

 


